
Find Best 6.8 Western 

Ammo Supplier in Colorado



6.8 Western is a center fire rifle cartridge
developed by Winchester Repeating Arms
Company & Browning Arms Company. It
was launched in 2021 essentially as a big
game hunting cartridge. It provides the
following incredible features while
delivering both long range shooting and
hunting-

High long-range accuracy

Low recoil

Excellent knockdown power

This reflects a huge calibre from the bullets
with 30 caliber weights of 165 grams and as
there are higher ballistic coefficients (BC)
offered. If you analyze the difference
between 6.8 Western and 270 Winchester,
then the 6.8 Western fires heavier, more
aerodynamic 165-175 gram bullets at
velocities comparable to the lighter 130-150
gram bullets in 270 Winchester.



When it comes to firearms, some factors come into play such as shooting
range or firing range, or gun range. These firearms are specifically designed
for training, qualification, and practice. There are shooting ranges that are
operated by military or law enforcement agencies and others are operated
by private organizations. Most of the shooting ranges are operated by
private agencies to serve recreational shooters.

Why Honor Ammo Shop

Honor Ammo Shop is the biggest gun shop that supplies the most popular
calibers of ammunitions starting from .9mm to .223, including 6.8 western
ammunitions. Even you will get the products of the topmost brands like
Federal & Winchester that most customers in the USA rely on. While
providing world-class products, the shop’s main motto is customer
satisfaction which its staffs try to maintain. Being the topmost online gun
shop, the website is easy to use and easy to navigate that is sure to deliver a
premium shopping experience.



In addition to showcasing wide-ranging types of
handgun rounds, shotguns, and rifle ammo, the
shop also has a huge stock of ammo cans & other
parts. The customers can select their favorite
ammunition from large ammunition stocks. If
the customers don’t have enough knowledge
about the ammunitions to be selected for their
work, don’t worry. The shop has a team of
experts who have handy knowledge of weapons
and they can help you in selecting the right kind
of weapons.

Being a top-rated supplier of 6.8 western
ammunitions, we feel proud of our services for
delivering quality products to our esteemed
clientele. Honor Ammo Shop is equipped with
ammunitions from several brands. To have more
details, search the website now or call us now.

https://honorammoshop.com/product-category/rifle-ammo/6-8-western/


Address:

Honor Ammo Shop

9690 W 44th Ave

Wheat Ridge, Colorado

80033, USA

Ph: 1(720) 900-1524

Email: honorammoshop@gmail.com

Website: http://honorammoshop.com/

http://honorammoshop.com/

